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EXT. ONCE HIGH SCHOOL - AFTERNOON

Once High School, resembling that of a fairytale castle,

stands on top of a great green mountain. Behind the high

school lies a row of dumpsters where the trash from all

throughout the school gets dumped after lunch. The parking

lot, filled with horse drawn carriages and other mythical

modes of transportation resides to the left of the dumpster

line.

A crowd of fairytale creatures hover around the middle

dumpster to watch a fight unfold. BABE, PORKY and BACON PIG

(18) are bullying PINOCCHIO (16).

Porky holds Pinocchio over the dumpster, threatening to drop

him inside.

PORKY

Now...I bet you’ll think twice

before requesting pork chops in the

cafeteria.

PINOCCHIO

It was-just-just a joke! Please put

me down! I was kidding-sw-swear.

PORKY

I’ll put you down all right-

As Porky drops Pinocchio into the dumpster, Babe and Bacon

cheer him on.

PORKY

Anyone else think they’re funny

today?

The crowd goes quiet. In the parking lot a beat up red car

drives up and everyone turns to see who is arriving at

school so late. Porky, Babe and Bacon push through the crowd

to get a better view of the parking lot. A wolf gets out of

the driver side of the car.

Pinocchio, still in the dumpster emerges from the grime to

see the wolf and gazes in amazement.

PINOCCHIO

Woah.

Porky, Babe and Bacon watch as the wolf walks passed the

crowd, to enter the school through the main entrance.

(CONTINUED)
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BACON

Who was that?

LITTLE RED RIDING HOOD (15) is the first to speak. She works

for the kingdom paper and has grown a reputation as a

gossiper around the high school.

LITTLE RED

That’s W. He’s new. Word around

town is he got kicked out of

Neverland High School last week and

no one knows why...

BABE

Pfft...that guy? I mean sure he’s a

wolf, but I mean did no one else

see he was carrying a roller

backpack. (laughing) I mean what

are we five?

PORKY

Babe. Shut up.

PINOCCHIO

Well... he seemed awesome to me!

Wonder if he’ll give me a ride home

after school?

PORKY

Hey. Quiet you wooden freak!

Pinocchio seems hurt by the comment, but continues to lift

himself out of the dumpster. The school BELL RINGS and

everyone clears the dumpster area to head to class.

Porky motions to Babe and Bacon to stay behind. The three

pigs huddle in a circle.

PORKY

Did you see that guy?

BACON

Who?

BABE

That wolf?

PORKY

We’ve never had to deal with a wolf

around here before...What if all

this attention and excitement gets

to his head and he thinks he can

take over around here
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BABE

That will never happen...there’s

like three of us, and only one of

him

PORKY

But still...he’s a wolf.

BACON

What are you suggesting Porky?

PORKY

I’m suggesting...we eliminate the

enemy

BACON

He’s not even a threat right now

Porky...

PORKY

I know. But he could be, did you

not hear Red? She said he got

kicked out of school. So why don’t

we get him kicked out of this place

too!

BACON

How?

FADE OUT

FADE IN

INT. ONCE HIGH SCHOOL

MONTAGE:

1) W drives Little Red home after school, she leaves her

basket of cookies in the front seat on purpose in order to

frame W of stealing. This fails as W is shown returning the

cookies back to Little Red.

2) In chemistry class the pigs mix "wicked witch serum" with

"sleeping beauty NyQuil." This knocks out the entire class,

but all W receives is a two hour detention

3) The pig’s switch regular glue with wood glue in order to

get W to glue Pinocchio to the desk in wood shop. This plan

fails, as Pinocchio was out sick that day.



4.

EXT. ONCE HIGH SCHOOL - MORNING

A week has gone by since W’s first day of school.

Porky, Babe and Bacon sit on the castle steps planning their

next move against W.

PORKY

We’re dealing with one lucky wolf I

know that much.

BACON

very lucky...

BABE

I mean we’ve tried literally

everything! nothing has worked!

W walks up to the school with the three blind mice by his

side.

PORKY

...not exactly everything...

Porky gets off the steps in order to approach W.

PORKY (CONT.)

Hey W! Lemme talk to ya’

W

Hey Porky! What’s up!

PORKY

Me and my brothers here would like

to have you over for dinner

tonight! A sort of welcome to the

neighborhood type of thing! We’ll

even have pie!

W

Wow, uh that’s really nice of you

all. Sure, what time should I be at

your place?

PORKY

Let’s make it 7. Sharp.

W

Okay, I’ll be there! Thanks guys!

Babe and Bacon stare blankly at Porky, confused at what he

had just done.

(CONTINUED)
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BABE

well...what was that?

BACON

yea, Porky why are you inviting the

"enemy" over for dinner?

PORKY

I have a plan...tonight we’re going

to get rid of that wolf completely.

FADE OUT

FADE IN

INT. THE LITTLE PIG’S HOME MADE OF BRICKS - SUNSET

Babe brings the stew off of the stove and onto the wooden

dining room table. Bacon sets the table with the proper

attire, fancy spoons and cloth napkins.

The DOOR BELL rings and Bacon invites W inside. Porky puts

the APPLE PIE into the oven and he and Babe go into the

dining room. The four of them begin to eat the stew.

W

This is delicious. Thanks for

having me over you guys!

BACON

No problem. Mi casa es su casa.

BABE

So W...why’d you get kicked out of

Neverland High School? ...kill

someone? (laughs)

The door bell rings.

PORKY

Oh lord... who could that be?

Porky opens the door to find the three blind mice.

MICE (IN UNISON)

We heard there was a party. Can we

come in? Is W around?

PORKY

Nope.

Porky tries to shut the door but the three blind mice creep

under the door crack and make their way to the table.

(CONTINUED)
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W

Hey you made it! Hey guys I hope

you don’t mind I told my mice

friends here that they could come

join us if they wanted to.

BACON

No problem...(nervously gulps)

The timer for the pie goes off in the kitchen and Babe runs

to retrieve the pie.

PORKY

We actually only have enough-

BABE

pie! Who wants pie, it’s freshly

hot from the oven!

Babe sits the pie on the table.

MICE (IN UNISON)

smells delicious!

BABE

Here, W let me cut you the very

first slice.

Babe cuts a piece of pie for W and sits it on his plate.

JERRY one of the blind mice follows the smell and dives

right into the pie. JERRY dies instantly. Porky, Babe and

Bacon freeze.

W

Jerry? Jerry?

W realizes what has caused Jerry to die, that the pie was

poisonous.

W

You- You tried to kill me? You

tried to poison me?

Porky, Babe and Bacon don’t say anything.

THE TWO BLIND MICE (IN UNISON)

What’s going on? Jerry? W? What has

happened?

W lifts the two remaining mice off of the table and scoots

them out of the house.

(CONTINUED)
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W

You two should get out of here-

Porky, Babe and Bacon stay closely to one another, scooting

away from W.

PORKY

Now...W! Before you do anything-

you know-insane-

W knocks over plates, breaks glasses and eventually flips

the entire table over. Porky, Babe and Bacon huddle together

against the dining room wall.

EXT. THE LITTLE PIG’S HOUSE - NIGHT

W huffs and puffs outside of their house until the entire

structure is blown into the distance.

EXT. THE RUBBLE OF THE PIG’S HOME - NIGHT

Bacon lets out a shriek in fear.

PORKY

Now, let’s all calm down. I mean

you’ve destroyed our home for

Christ’s sakes.

BABE

We’re sorry we tried to kill you!

It was all Porky! spare me!

BACON

Yea- he was threatened by you!

Please don’t kill us!

W smiles and approaches the three pigs slowly. He opens his

mouth to reveal a mouth full of very sharp teeth.

SMASH CUT TO BLACK

FADE IN:

INT. ONCE HIGH SCHOOL - AFTERNOON

Pinocchio tells a joke to a crowd of fairytale creatures in

math class.

PINOCCHIO

and then I say...can’t ya tell I’m

lying? (he laughs abruptly)

Everyone in the classroom laughs as Pinocchio points to his

nose.

(CONTINUED)
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LITTLE RED

Hey Pinocchio! Did you hear?

Apparently there’s pork chops in

the school cafeteria today!

The bell rings. Everyone in the classroom heads to the

cafeteria.

FADE OUT


